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What is it

Client: Czech leading bank CSOB

Product: digital wallet with following features

- Convenient payment in stores and on the internet

- Storing of loyalty cards, shopping list and receipt

- Balance and transaction history

- Cell phone NFC payment

What I did

- Concept and prototype for functions

- Create persona

- Wireframming and prototyping

- Specification and all use cases

- Communicate with developer, stakeholder, manager

- UI and illustration for some screens

- User test and interview

- Build up design system

UX/UI Design

Android/iOS Digital Wallet
2017

CSOB NaNakupy Activation

Fast payment

Add loyalty card

More function to add in 2018...



�ematic illustrationsWhat did I learn

- �e UX micro-copy and sophisticated wording

- Agile development and cooperation

- �e value of communication and evaluation

- Customized UX checklist

Additionally

I involved the design of the administrator website 

built with front-end framework. A configuration 

website that allows CSOB admin users fast access to 

all the controls they need to maintain the system and 

provide help desk services.

€88.88
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Persona

Extraversion Introversion

Sensing Intuition

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

Age: 18
Occupation: Architecture Student
Status: Single
Location: Salzburg

Hobby: 
Mountain biking, Vinyl, Astrology, 
Drum playing

Device: 
iPhone 6s
MacBook Pro (2015 Spring)    
iPad 3

Personality:
Intellectual, precise, imaginative, 
enjoy speculation and creation, 
has the spirit of research and 
investigation

Brief:
Matthias just begins the study of architecture in a university.  His 
computer aided design reqires high performance hardwares. He got 
his second iPhone 2 years ago. Generally, he is familiar with apple’s 
apps and softwares which give him inspirations and assistance. He 
receives scholarship for the study. He’s faschinated in collecting vinyl 
and playing drum.

Comfort with Technology:
He uses 3D softwares on laptop a lot. He uses his iPhone and iPad for 
collecting reference materials, drawing sketches, reviewing models apps. 
Besides, he plays online games and watches movies from occasionly. He 
recently switched to digital banking and got excited to have an overview of 
his financial balance. 

UX/UI Goals:
He enjoys using the standard gestures and app defined shortcuts in 
order to speed up the flow. Addition to that he expected the finance 
app to provide various or combined ways to authenticate the 
activities.

Daily Breakdown:

Money Flow:
1 debit card, 
1 credit card
Cash Withdraw once a week

Internet

software

mobile apps

social network

Matthias Nussbaum

research

Sports

Leisure

study

The good and functional app for me is like 
muscle memory, which facilitates me safely 
and e�ciently.

Technical Skills:

Referents & Influences:

Zara

Apple

Monument Valley

UniNow
Autodesk

Procreate

Pinterest

Soundcloud

Google Play Books

DuolingoAdidas

Age: 28
Occupation: Electrician
Status: Single
Location: Wien

Hobby: 
Hiking, Camping, Snow board, 
Diving, Chess

Device: 
HTC 10 Evo (with latest OS)
Samsung J5 (work phone)
Lenovo laptop (window 7 & Linux)
GPS outdoor watch
Kindle

Personality:
Outgoing and seek to work out 
ideas and share with friends, eager 
to explore the world, enjoy 
surprises and new experiences and 
situations, flexible, enjoy helping 
people in tangible ways

Brief:
Graduated from technical university, Leo found a job as an electric 
engineer in suburb of vienna. He makes patrol with a van around the 
region and constantly uses the company phone. In his spare time, he 
likes online shopping and usually pays with credit card. He spends a 
lot of a lot of savings for updating his equipments and gadgets. 

Comfort with Technology:
He is relatively a pro interms of using current technolgy. He takes 
advantages of the outdoor utility apps. He captures a lot of videos 
and photos whenever he is on the way. He is not fan of closed iOS 
and uses his iPad only for watching online videos. 

UX/UI Goals:
He likes the apps that occupy less memory and roaming data. He 
prefers the clean and tide interface which is self-explaining even in 
special and emergency situation. 

Daily Breakdown:Technical Skills:

Referents & Influences: Money Flow:
2 debit cards, 
1 credit card
Cash Withdraw twice a week
Card once a week

Internet

software

Extraversion Introversion

Sensing Intuition

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

mobile apps

social network

Reading

Sports

Internet

Walking

Car-driving

Leo Lichtenberger

Just looking forward to the next generation 

game-changing digital gadgets for my next 

wild adventure.

OSPREY
Amazon

Quechua

Burton

Leatherman
Garmin

Spotify

Bergfex.at Shpock

MapFactor

BlaBlaCar

   

Technical Skills:

Extraversion Introversion

Sensing Intuition

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

Age: 38
Occupation: Attorney
Status: Married (with 2 kids)
Location: Tyrol

Hobby: 
Inline skating, Cooking, Swing, Yoga

Device: 
Samsung S7
Surface Laptop (window 10)

Personality:
Independent, strategic and 
disciplinary, strong logical thinking, 
reserved, insightful, driven by her 
own original ideas to achieve 
improvment

Brief:
Working fulltime in a law firm for more than a decade, Jessica 
manages well also with the family. She has an 8 year old son and a 10 
year old daughter. With fairly decent salary, she just paid off the 
mortgage loan. She is racing always for more time. 

She used an iPhone 6 before and changed to Samsung afterwards. 
Recently her husband gave her a 2-in-1 laptop which enables her 
make things done more flexibel and effectively. What matters to her 
is to achieve more efficiency regardless of OS.

Comfort with Technology:
She frequently utilizes her mobile to deal with the office work, 
manage the schedule, get delivery food, house clean service, find 
mobility connections, purchase daily grocery etc. Recently she has 
bought app and device for monitoring her kids. Sometimes, she has 
some minor issues, but she could solve them via online research.

UX/UI Goals:
She is fan of the native Android apps with standard components and 
locations so that she could effortlessly expect the position and find 
the command. Alternatively, she thinks it’s important to have a better 
onboarding tutorial.

Daily Breakdown:

Money Flow:
1 debit card, 
3 credit cards
Cash Withdraw twice a month
Card four times a week

Internet

software

mobile apps

social network

Sports

Internet

House Keep

Kid care

Office

Jessica Meyer

I’m feeling empowered to manage working 
fultime and raising two kids. Partially thanks to 
the digitalization of our services. 

Referents & Influences:

Netflix

Google Sheet

TrackView

Mercedes

Calender
Yoga Studio

Helpling
Foodora

Dropbox

Marionnaud Channel

   



Research

- IoT and the AI technology accessible and mature. 

- Juniper report shows chatbots will be responsible for 

over $8 billion per annum of cost savings by 2022. 

- A chatbot inquiry saves more than 4 minutes in 

comparison to traditional call centres.

- Voice interface provide more accessibility 

- Competitor research

What is Domenica

A smart banking assistant web app & mobile app with 

following features:

- All menu and commands in one input field

- Connect with mainstream voice assistants

- Modern voice authentication

- Natural language processing

- Cross selling opportunity

Voice Banking
2017

Domenica Visual identity

Site map

UX/UI Design

Domenica
Smart Banking

®
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Wireframming



In order to distinguish your commands, Domenica would like to get your 
voice identity. Please read sentences below one by one.

Step 2: Recognize your voice

Skip Next

Hi Domenica, nice meeting you!

How’s weather like today?

I am looking forward to trying out.

1 2 3 4

Domenica®
Smart Banking

Forget password

Login with voice

UX/UI Design

To empower Domenica, you can also connect other voice assistants. You 
will then be the guru of smart banking. 

Step 4:  Connect your assistance

Amazon Alexa Google Assistant Siri Cortana

Skip Done

1 2 3 4

Connect

Ok, I am preparing 100 dollar transfer to Dave Moritz. 
Could you choose a date?

Please enter PIN or use your voice to con rm.

Done! Your current balance on debit one is $ 25,00.00.

Schedule 100 dollar to my father from debit one.

421234

Domenica Smart Banking, 2017

December 2016
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Hi there, welcome onboard! 
Try to type, press, or say few things below to get warm up. 

Here’s the balance overview:
Debit one is currently $ 5,000,00; Saving account reaches up to $ 10,000,00
Credit drops a bit quickly last week, minus $ 1,000

Send

Schedule a transfer on next thursday.

Send 1 Euro to Sandra from card one

Show me the chart of 3 months

What's my balance now?

What's my balance now?

Send 1 Euro to Sandra from card one

5413 43 ** **** 2978 5413 43 ** **** 2978

$ 5,000,00 $ 5,000,00$ 10,000,00 $ 10,000,00-$ 1 -$ 1

Debit one Debit oneSaving Saving
5413 43 ** **** 5122 5413 43 ** **** 5122

5413 5413

Domenica Smart Banking, 2017

High fidelity mock-up



What is it

Wanderl_st is a project which utilizes the digital dartboard 

system as an agent of google map navigator. 

How does it work? 

�e user throws a dart and generate a new location from 

the standpoint. �e distance and direction of each 

destination on the map depends on the score and relative 

position of each dart. Furthermore, the distance from the 

user to the dartboard is a multiplier to the miles that user 

could achieve. (�e bull’s Eye would bring user to the 

anti-pole of the previous location.)

Why Wanderl_st

Wanderl_st can be perceived as “Wanderlast”, 

“Wanderlist”, “Wanderlost”, or even “Wanderl Street”.

New way to find holiday destination, to discover world, to 

collaborate a global tour.
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Hi there, welcome onboard! 
Try to type, press, or say few things below to get warm up. 

Here’s the balance overview:
Debit one is currently $ 5,000,00; Saving account reaches up to $ 10,000,00
Credit drops a bit quickly last week, minus $ 1,000

Send

Schedule a transfer on next thursday.

Send 1 Euro to Sandra from card one

Show me the chart of 3 months

What's my balance now?

What's my balance now?

Send 1 Euro to Sandra from card one

5413 43 ** **** 2978 5413 43 ** **** 2978

$ 5,000,00 $ 5,000,00$ 10,000,00 $ 10,000,00-$ 1 -$ 1

Debit one Debit oneSaving Saving
5413 43 ** **** 5122 5413 43 ** **** 5122

5413 5413

Domenica Smart Banking, 2017

UX/UI Design

Installation on site



What did I do

- Conceptualization and prototyping 

- Collaborate with a developer to finalize the visual and map record

- User interface improvement and space design

- Test in all phases and make installation 

- User research and interview, user journey map as deliverable

What did I learn

- Debug thinking 

- Test and fail as early as possible

- User empathy
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User journey

Space design



Projection Mapping
Crossing Europe Film Festival
vimeo.com/126106911
2015

Coded Intimacy is façade projection 

remixing the film THE VISIT realized 

by Mihaela Kavdanska & Nathan 

Guo. It was presented during the 

renowned 2015 Crossing Europe 

Festival in Linz, Austria. �is project 

translates film into text and code by 

translating the moving image into 

ASCII code. It is not only a reference 

to an early computer language, but 

also transfers the films of the festival 

as moving images into public space 

in an unusual way.

Coded Intimacy

  Visuals



Logo Design
2013

Creatica Lab is the first Kid Makerspace in 

China. �e core focus is curriculum develop-

ment (maker and creative learning content) for 

kids ages 6-14 and Makerspace for Kids space 

design to shape culture and habits for creative 

collaboration.

CREATICA LAB

            Wearable Technolo

gy

  m
ak

eymakey interface

TheCreatica.com

info@thecreatica.com     

010 57196164

Beijing Cloud Valley 

(Shang Di Xi Rd. ZhongGuanCun 

Software Park Software Plaza C)

REWARDS: Top campers are invited

to attend the World 

Maker Faire in new york

10+ (Middle/High Schoolers)

8/8/2013－8/17/2013
AGE:    

TIME:

PLACE: 

Visit： 

Email：
Phone：

Creatica summer camp

for young makers

Aug 8-aug 17

  A
ct

ivate!game design
 

     3d print workshop

    R
e-Creating Shakespeare

PROJECT:

  Visuals



Logo Design
Internet News Agency 
2011

CYBER NEWS SERVICE

Icon
2011

Wifi Navi App

Logo Design
2016

ENRICEN GAME

ENRICEN GAME

  Visuals



Alibi attaches the a fish container to the tip of the robotic arm 

and enables it with an outer space exercise experience taking 

advantage of the precise tail waving, sophisticated acceleration, 

and motion control. It is an ideal therapy for the fish who has 

either tail injury, ageing sickness, or the su�er from long term 

tedious transportation. Alibi will acquire the historical swimming 

data tailors for the fish or download from our cloud, where 

thousands of researchers our customers shared their therapy data. 

Alibi have the release demo run during time. 

Interactive Installation
Ars Electronica Festival 2015
vimeo.com/107828381

Alibi

Miscellaneous



Miscellaneous

Illustration
2016

Collaborated with Muchen Zhang, we speculate a product-based story 

rewinding a fictional history about a healthcare company named Chin-Li. It 

explains our ideas of “Design for Animal”.

Chin-Li Cooperation Products



10 Euro

10

Customized e-tags

Potentiometer

Micro-controller

SD card Logger

Number Pad

GPS Module

In case of manual 
input or further edit

Trigger by the thumb, 
the tag is added when 
you pull the bill out  

The poti can decide the 
angle of the wallet

Micro SD card for store the 
data in the form of spreadsheet

Full function of time and space 
stamp for each purchase. 
Triggered response to the tag 
scanner

Arduino Micro deals with the 
main control.

Real-time Display
Three digit display for real-time 

track of the expenses

Miscellaneous

Illustration
2014

Tangible Wallet Concept Design



Root Node is a site-specific interactive installation. It involves stacked layers of 

disassembled remote controllers that are strung together by conductive rods and 

planted into the ground. Whenever its root gets damp, nodes can be generated due 

to the conductivity of the earth interface, which in turn triggers the pulse-sig-

nal-based soundscape. �e visitor wears the head-mount device to receive the signals 

within the range of the infred light.

Interactive Installation
Ars Electronica Festival 2014
vimeo.com/107828381
2014

ROOT NODE

ON/OFF

Water the root of sculpture with the can. 

Miscellaneous
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Mobile: +43-681-8141-0292Email: nathen607@gmail.comWebsite: yellingbytes.com


